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This note contains a brief, guide to coding for the Memory Test 
computer and the MTC Opera~ion Code. The present instruction 
code embodies the following operations: 

Decimal Bin~ 
Number 1!:Quiva~ Abbreviation Name. -

0 00000 pa halt 

1 00001 1ph multiply 
.' • (I 

2 ·00010· , ,'" .. ds . display 

:3 ·ooOU . id identity check 

4 00100 st store 
6 00110 .·ra replace address 
8 01000 ca clear: and add 

9 01001 ad add 
10 01010 cs clear and subtract 
11 01011 au subtract 

16 10000 tr transf~r (control) 
17 10001 ' :tip transfer (control) & pulse 
18 10010 tn transfer on negative 

19 10011 np, transfer on negative & pulse 

20 .10100 md· memor,y address display 

24 11000 .. e~ cycle right 

,25 11001 sr shift right 
28 11100 pr (cycle &) print 

39 :qJ.l0 ri read in (& cycle) 
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SECTION 1. GUIDE TO COnING FOR MTC 
. . '. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

Program. A program is a sequence of actions by which a computer handles 
a problem. The process of determining the sequence of actions is known as 
programming. . . 

Flow Diagram. A now diagram is a series of statements of what the 
computer has to do at various stages in a program. Lines of flow indicate 
how the computer passes from one stage of the program to another. 

Coded Program. Programs and now diagrams are somewhat independent of 
computer characteristics, but instructions for a computer must be expressed 
in terms of a code. A set of instructions that' will enable a computer W 
execute a program is called a coded program, and the process of preparing a 
coded program is known as coding. Individual coded instructions call for 
specific operations such as add, shift, etc. 

COMPUTER COMPONENT.§. 

Registers and words. A register has 16 digit positions, each able to 
store a one or a zero. A word is a set of 19 digits that may be stored in 
a register. A word can represent an instruction or a number. ", , ,- , 

i 

Arithmetic .element. Arithmetic ·operations take place in the arithmetic 
element, whose main components are three flip-nop registers, the A-Register, 
the Accumulator, and the B~Register (AR, AC, and BR). The 16 digit positions 
of AR starting from the left are denoted by AR 0, AR 1 • • • AR 15.. The 
digit positions of AO and BR are denoted in a similar fashion. AR is a buffer 
register, through which all numbers and instructio~s are transmitted from an.d 
to the various registers and memory units. AC is a register which can per- -
form addition, subtraction, and shifting, and can transmit to storage all or 
part of a l6-digi t word. BR is an extension of ~C to the' right, . bIlt. BR can 
only shift. . 

Storage. The term "register" by itself refers to the main magnetic core 
storage, .. which consists of 1024 registers, each of which· is id,entified by an 
address. TheSe addresses are ll-digit binary numbers from 1024 through 2047. 
Panel storage is comprised of 32 toggle switch registers, with addresses 0 
through 31. A single nip-nop register (termed the "LR" or "live register") 
may be substituted for anyone or more toggle switch registers simultaneously. 
32 l'egistersof plug-Qo~rd storagE! will be~vail~ble later, with aqdresses 
32 Wough 63. ','.'.'. I 
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Input.-output. Information entering the computer is temporarily stored 
in the B-Register (BR). Information leaves the oomputer via the AC. The 
computer regulates the floV of information between the internal storage and 
AC or BR, and also calls for any necessarr manipulation of external units. 

Control element. The control element controls the sequence of computer 
operations and their exeoution. The controi element takes its instructions 
one at a time from storage, where the instructions are stored as individual 
words. 

Inter-co~ections. The four main elements of the computer (stor~g~con
trol, arithmetic, and input-output) are connected to the input and output of 
the A-Register by a parallel communicatiolls system, known as "A-Register In" 
and A-Register Out" busses. . .. 

REPRES&~TATION OF INSTRUCTIONS 

o eration section. When a word is used to represent an instruction the 
first' left-hand 5 digits, or operation section, specify a particular .oper
ation in accordance with the operation code. 

Address section. The remaining 11 digits, or address section, are inter
preted as a number with the binary point at the right-hand end. • For the 
majority of instructions this number is the address of the register whose 
contents will be used in the operation.. In the instructions .££, ,g, E, and 
ri, the number spec~fies the extent of a shift and whether BR is to be cleared 
after the shift" 

Example. The instruction ~ has the effect of clt9aring AC (making all 
the d;i.gitszero) and then copying hl'to AD the word that is in the register 
whose address is x. If q is a quantity in some register, the operation needed 
to copy' q in AD is not ~ but.£§:...l£, where x is' the address of the register 
that contains q. . . 

REPRESENTATION OF NUMBERS 

Single-word representations. When a word is used to represent a number 
the first digit indicates the sign and the remaining 15 are numeric~~ digits.' 
For a positive number the sign digit is zero, and the 15' numerical digits with 
a binary point at their left specify the magnitude of the number, The nega-
tive -y of a positive number y is ~epresented by complementing all the digits, 
inoluding the sign digit, that would represent y. (The complement is formed 
by replacing every zero by a one and every one b,y a zero.) In this way a word 
oan represent any multiple of 2-15 from~1 + 2-1, to 1 ~ 2-15. Neither +1 nor 
-1 oan be represented by a single word. Zero has two representations, either 
16 zeros or 16 ones, which ~re callt9d +0 and -0 respectively. 

Overflo.,\{-:-increase of ran e and reoision. Wi th a Single-word representa_ 
tion numbers are limited to the range -1 + 2-15) through (1 ~ 2-1S). Progr~s 
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must Qe so planned that arithmetic operations will not cause an overflow 
beyond. this range.. The range may be extended.by assuming a scale factor or by 
using 2 registers (30 digits, not ~9unting sign) to represent a single number .. 
OverITo" viII' ~top . toe computer in an overflow alarm. except where special pro-:
vision has been made to accommodate the ov~rflow. The overflo~ alarm may be 
supp±-E~ssed bya ,switch on th~ computer, At same ru.ture date, a special instruc
tion may be available to per.mit addition involving overflow without giv~ng 
an overflow alarm.' . 

COMPUTER PROCEDURE 

Sequence of operations. After th~ ~x~~tion of an instruction the pro
gram counter in the control element hol~s the address of the register from 
which the next instruction is to be taken. Control calls for this instruction 
and carries out the specifi~4 operation. If'the oper.atian is not a transfer 
of control, the address in the program counter then increases by one so that 
the next instruction will be taken from the next consecutive register. The 
ntranfer of control" .instructions permtt resetting the program to a particul
ar n~ber so the next inst~ction can be taken from any particular register. 
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Copy~and store instructions. The copying of a 'Word, or part of a word, 
from one location to another affects only the latter location, whose previous 
content is lost. 

Zero. The number zero, if it results from a sequence of operations the 
last of which is addition, will be. represented as negative zero (l.lll III III 
111 111), except that plus zero added to plus zero gives plus zero. If the 
last operation is a subtraction, the representation will be positive zero 
CO-~OOO'OOO' 000 000 000), except that plus zero subtracted from minus zero gives 
ritintis zero. The sign of a zero resulting from shifting is the same as the sign 
of the number· before shifting. (An exception may occur with the use of the 
"cycle ·rightn instruction;>,) 

Manipulation of instructions. Words representing instructions may be 
handled in the arithm.etic element as numbers. 

ProcedUre in the arithmetic element. The execution of an addition in
cludes the process of addiIig i~ carries;. this process treats all 16 digits 
as if they were numerical digits, a carry from AC a ("end-around carryn) 
being added into AC 15. (This compensation is necessary because of the method 
of repre'sellting negative numbers.) A subtraction is executed by complementing 
the AC, adding the subtrahend,' and complementing the AC again. '!here is no 
provis_ionfor rounding off. 

NOTATION FOR CODING >:.: 

Addresses. .1- coded program requires certain registers to be used for 
specified purposes. The addresses of these registers must be chosen before 
the program can be run on the computer, but for study purposes this final 
choice is unnecessary, and the addresses can be indicated by a system of 
symbols or index numbers • 

. Writing a coded program. Registers from which control .ob~ ns instruc
tions may be called action registers, and should be listed -separately from
registers containing other information, which maybe called data registers. 
A coded program is written out in two columns: the first contains the index 
number of each action or data register, and the seoE>nd column indicates the 
word that is initially stored in that register. In ma.ny cases part or all 
of a word may be immaterial because the contents of the register in question 
Will be changed during the course of the program. This state of affairs is 
indicated by two dashes, for example, .2!-. 

Conventional notation.. In order to make a program more readily understand
ablato others am more easily remembered by the author himself, it is desirable 
to write short descriptions, of the functions served by certain key instructions 
and groups of instru~tionso It is also desirable to indicate breaks and con
nuences in the "now" of the program and to indicate instructions which are 
altered or otherwise abnormally used during the program. SOIrij:l generally 
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accepted symbols for this purpose are exemplified and described below: 

120 

start --> 121 

122 

139 --~ 123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

ra 124 

ca 161 

ra 132 

ca 181 

su (182) 

sr 16 

, tn 128 

I 

I ad 
\ 

140 . 

~ad 133 

~) 

(c,,217/cs217) 

initial entry (i.e., start of .program) 

re-entry point, showing origin of re-entry 

address altered by program, initial value 
shown . 

conditional short break in consecuitvity 
(note other farm below) 

addresses indicated.by ,ar.r.ow. (.e .• g. 
addresses =130 in this case), used 
primarily at early stages of writing 

word altered by program, alternative values 
shown 
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138 st 114 

139 sp 123 break in consecuti vi ty (note short form 
above) 

140 II ra 

137, l7l~14l st 

0 

171 

pseudo-instruction, serves only as a 
number, not as instruction 

entry poj,nt, showing origins of entry 

The abbrevjations RC, CR. Abbreviations used in referring to the 
register that contains a certain word or the word in a certain register are 

RC • 0 0 = (Address of) register containing •••• 

CR .. .. • = Contents of register (*ose address is) ••• 

The symbol ha xo When an address fonna part of an instruction it is 
represented by the last 11 digits of a word whose first, digits specify 
an operation. An address th?t is not part of an instruction is represented 
by the last 11 digits of a word whose first , digits are zero, which is 
equivalent to specifying the operation haG Thus the word for an unattached 
address ~'may be written ha xo It may arso be written as +x or as 
+x I 2_1 0 ----

SECTION 2. MTC OPERATION CODE 

NarES ON THE OPERATION CODE 

,Intr.oduction. Included under each operation are the average time of 
execution, thefunc~ion, the contents (if altered) of AC, BR, and register 
x after the operation, ,and possible alarmso 

Abbreviations. The abbreviations used are, the followiI1,g: , 
AC = Accumulator MM = Magnetic Memory 

AR = A-Register x = address of a storage register 

BR = B-Register n = a positive integer 

Contents of various registers. The contents of AC, BR, AR, and the 
register whose address is x are undistumed unless the contrary is stated. 

Alanna 0" Overflow, programmed and identity check alarms due to pro
gramming cannot be caused except as specifically noted. 

Eiecut1.Onil"tinies. 11he times given are estimated average times for the 
execution or single instructions which are stored in MM and which refer to 
addresses in MMo The estimates are based on a memory cycle of 4.8 microseconds 
for the combined read-and-write operation. It should be noted that some 8.3 
microseconds of the total execution time are requj.red in each case for 
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tlprbgram tUring"; ioe., to extract the instruction trom memory and find 
out what it iso 

Abbreviation N Number Bina Time 
ha - halt 00000 .8 microseconds. ha 

Stop the computer. The address section is of no significance. 
47 microseconds (min) 

mhx multiply 00001 55 microseconds (max) mh 

Multiply the contents of AC and the contents of register x, leaving 
a 30-digit product of proper Sign in AC and in BRO-14, and leaving a zero 
in BR 150 The previous contents of BR is losto 

de x display #2 00010 200 microseconds 

Display a point on the output oscilloscope; the horizontal deflection 
is specified by the digits 0-9 of register x and the vertical deflection is 
specified by the digits 0-9 of AC o 

", 

de 

id x identity check #3 "00011 1905 microseconds id 

Compare the contents of AC with the contents of register x. If it is 
not identical, give an "identity cl;J.ecktt alarm and prepare to skip the 
immediately succeeding instruction (by addin,g 1 to thepr9gram counter) • 
The identity check alarm feature may be suppressed by a switch on the Alarm' 
Suppression Panel. After the instruction has been executed,AC will con
tain 1's in each digit position where the original digit did not agree with 
the corresponding digit position of register xo All other digit positions 
in AC will be zeroo 

st ;x; strn;e omDD 

Store in register x a copy of the contents of AC a The previous contents 
of register x is destroyed a 

ra x replace address i6 00110 1902 microseconds ra 
Replace digits 5-15 of register x with a copy of digits 5-15 of AC. 

Because digits 5-15 of an instruction are termed the "address section", the 
instruction ra in effect replaces the address section of the corit,entsof 
register x With a copy of the address section of the instruction contained 
in ACo 

ca x clear and add #8 OJ 000 l7 oS mj grosegopds ca 

Clear AC (but not BR), and add in a copy of the contents of register x. 
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ad x add #9 01001 17.'microseconds ad 

Add to the contents of AC a copy of the contents of register r. If 
an overflow occurs, an overflow alarm will be given and the computer 
will stop.. If the result in AC after the execution of this instruction 
is zero, it will be a negative zero; exception: (+O) + (+O) = +0 

cs x clear and subtract 1110 01010 11.5 microseconds cs 
c 

Clear AC (but not BR), and put in AC the negative of the contents of 
register x,eicept that cs RO (+o) will leave +0 in AC. 

su x subtract 1111 01011 170' microseconds 

Add to contents of AC the negative of the contents of register x. If 
an overflow occurs, an overflow alarm will be given and the computer will 
stop. If the result in AC after the execution of this instruction is zero, 
it will be positive zero; exception: (-0)-(+0) = -0 

tr x transfer #16 10000 1500 microseconds tr 

Prepare to take the next instruction from (ioeo transfer control to) 
register Xo 

tp x . transfer/pulse 1117 10001 15 .. 0 llJ.icroseconds tp 

Prepare to take the next instruction from (ioe., transfer control to) 
register Xo Provide a test pulse. 
NOl'E: On instructions ~ and!!!., the test pulse is normally used to give a 
"programmed alarmtl and Stop the computer.. If the "suppress programmed 
alarm" switch in ON, the alarm will not occur and the test pulse may be used. 
for a scope sync pulseo 

tn x transfer on negative #18 10010. 1500 microseconds tn 

If the contents of AC is negative (has a "1" in digit position 0) 
prepare to take the next instruction from register x.. If the contents of 
AO is positive, this instruction has no effecto 

np x transfer on nego/pulse. 1119. 10011..· . l'0Q.microseconds np 

If the contents of AC is negative, (has a ffl" in digit-position 0) 
prepare to take the next instruction from (or transfer control to) register 
x, and provide a test pulse.. (See NOl'E under .~. above).. If the contents 
of AC is positive, this instruction does nothingo 

md x memory. addreslLdisplay#20 .. 10100.100 .microseconds md 

. Display a point on the memory address scope, the position of the point 
corresponding to the MM· address Xo The correspondence is as follows: 
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2016 

1056 L 32 . ... 1087 
1024 .,,"'----- ., ~ , 105, 

cr n cycle rig~t . #24 11000 13.1 +1. n( microseconds cr 

. Shift the entire cqntents of AC and BR to tberight np1~ceS .•. The digits 
shilted . out of BR 15 being carried around into 1C 0 so that no digits are 
losto. If digit 5 of the instruction (i.eo, the first digit ot theaddr~ssn) 
is a· 111", BR nUbe cl~red after the shift is ~xecuted. . 

sr n shift right . /f2.' 11001 1).1 ,..1.7N .'microseconds sr 

.Shift .tne contents or AC and BR, excepting the sign digit, to the rightn 
places, the digits shitt~d right out ofBR 1, being lost. The sign digit will 
be introduced into every digit position lett vacant by the shitt. It digit, 
of' the instruc~i.on (i.e 0, the tirst dig! tot the address n) is a Itl tt, BR . 
nIl be cleared after theshift .. ·3.sex.ec:;uted. . . 

pr n (cycle· &) print #28 11100 1,0. millis.ec.onds.· .pr 
. .. .. . ) 

Perform the same f'.unction a-s cr .n, then actuate a key on the output 
printer corresponding 1;0 the conte'iitSot digits 10-1, otAC. 

ri· n read in (& cycle) /1.30 11110 150.mtlliseconds ri 

Read one line ot punched paper tape. Put in BR 10-1, the 6-digit binary 
combination corresponding to the patternof'punches. After the read has been. 
executed, perform the same t'UJl~tiCmas cr. n. . Since the read..;,in process reads 
in only ones and does not clear a~y" di~in BR,BR should, it necessary,' 
be cleared in advance ~the read~in instruction. . 

FUtUre possible instructions. Here is a list ot instructions which 
might be made available at some lv.ture date, together with their abbrevia
tions and their probably positionS in the instruction code. 

5 

12 

14 
13 

. PRB :jillc 
cc : N.H 0 Taylor 

R.R.Everett 
C.W •. Adams. 

·a.o 

am 

1m 

ea 

add one 21 

. add magnitude 22 

logical multiple 23 
extended add . 27 
(retains overflow, 
if any) . 

Signed: 

si select iil-out unit 

rs reset 

ro round otf 

sl . shift lett 

~/~~ .... . (<\/a~ .. 
~.Bagley .. 

APP~: ~~ 
;6;:~t~ 
j.B.· .TaYlcr 


